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6.o iia^ncc 
(P Franklin) 

The study of curve fitting Indicates that for known func
tions like cosine and sine, in many cases polynomial approxi
mations use considerably lsos storage and only a little more 
time than interpolation methods. 

For the empirical aerodynamic functions, highly prociso 
approximations used at a slows? time rate will make possible 
numerical tests of the effect on integration of using slightly 
lees accurate approximations to meet the time requirements of 
simulation • 

(X. Reich) 

The literature on iterative methods for the solution of 
systems of linear algebraic equations is being examined in 
order that all methods heretofore proposed oan be duly appraiser!, 

' The so-called Southwell method was found to hare been already 
described by Gauss in a letter to Gerllng dated December 26, 1823.. 

(0, Adams) 

Work on coding subprograms for VWI i s being continue!. 
M-3H8 describing the application of the automatic subprogran 
orders to double-length operations wad reporting the r e m . t s 
of some coding of double-lang^h addition, multiplication, and 
division i s available and should be distributed to the raatho-
matics and block diagrams sections i.odey Some thought has been 
given to the computation of conversion from binary to decimal 
form for output and the results wi l l probably be submitted to 
R„ R. fiverett in memorandum form shortly 

* * * 

f*V ̂  
0*S» 
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6.0 MATHEMATICS (Continued) 

(M. Daniloff) 

1. Studies have shown that In simulating functions with 
Legendre'e polynomials the arithmetic averages of the errors 
of estimates are not very stable even for smooth functions. 
They depend, in the main) upon the number of places to which 
the function is given and on the number of ordinatec used in 
fitting the polynomials. Typical figures are; for a func
tion given to three places, and with 11 ordinate* being em
ployed, the arithmetic averages of the errors of estimate 
varies between 0.00001 and 0.0002. This doee not apply however 
to the arithmetic averages of the absolute values of the errors 
of estimate. These are, of course, larger, but very stable, 
and under the above conditions, fluctuate only between 0.0007 
and 0.0006. As a consequence, It is suggested that WWI be 
made to calculate and display the latter figure as a convenient 
and significant index of the accuracy of simulation obtained, 

2. An adequate oriterlon for the selection of the degree 
of the approximating polynomial may be either| 

a. The order of the minimum average of the absolute 
values of the differences of the function (care 
should be taken to take the absolute minimum, as 
relative minima or inflexions with zero slope occur 
quite frequently). 

b. The order "1" of the Legendre coefficient C^ 

(Ci - 21 * 1 ' Mi), the absolute vane of which 
2 

la less than the error of estimate allowed (since 
the extreme valuee of Legendre'e polynomials ar« 
i i ) . 

(D. Batteau) 

All time spent in calculations designed to f i t a curve 
to data presented by J. Sly. Requirements that curve value 
approximate measured value to 0.2S£ make fitting very tedious 
( i f at al l possible). Bo satisfactory curves found; calcula
tions continued. 
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7.0 m m A B P P W W 

7.1 finntaffl KodaK EgSQrdsrs. 

(H. R. Boy*) 

I visited Eastman on March 30. They have assembled 
the complete demonstration unit Including optics and are 
about to make testa on full-scale recording and reading. 
They have rebuilt some 11 digit stepping registers and 
will use these with a continuous film to investigate sl ip
page at the reading and recording point for random opera
tion. They are again considering servos for reel control 
and I favor this approach. The zinc oxide coated tube i s 
very satisfactory arid simplifies the speed problem. 

They are working with the Beoordak people to attempt 
a single processing machine for both applications. The 
Beoordak group will put in automatic threading if ve can 
accept 2 feet/min. a.a a developing speed. This unit 
would be in production about the first of next year and 
could be purchased for $2000 - $3600. X think that for 
the present these stover units would be at least as ac
ceptable as an experimental higher-speed unit. They felt 
that the time sohetole was a good one and will try to 
meet i t i f possible. . 

7.4 HiwmeUfl smmttflttM* 

(X. S. Rich) ' 

The reading oiriult for converting the double-swing 
output pulses into nlngle pulses of the proper polarity 
was adjusted to ope ate satisfactorily for tape speeds 
from about 14 to 2C f t / sec . This circuit i s described in 
M-317 Measurements of the resolution of recorded pulses 
were made and i t wis found that a maximum of 90 pulses per 
lnoh can be record id on the Vioalloy tape with a playback-
voltage signal-to-uoiso ratio of about 100, while 180 pulses 
per inch can be r< corded i f the signal-to-ooise ratio i s 
20. These figure, are for consecutive pulses of like polar
i ty . If consecutive pulses are of opposite polarity, the 
maximum number of pulses that oan be recorded per lnoh of 
tape le increased by a factor of 2. 

7 6 Output Printers. 
(?„ A. Toss) 

The primar/ register which provides for the energizing 
of the relay oelector circuits has been completed. Another 
register whic< will contain the second digit to be printed 
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7.6 QyfafM frtPtefff (Continued) 

l e now under construction„ The pulsing of these c ircui ts 
w i l l he synchronized "by means of a transmitter dletrl'butor, 

A Western Union transmitter distributor has been har
rowed from the Electrical Engineering Machinery Lahoratortes 
for the purpose of test ing the operational characteristics 
of the electronic printing c ircui ts , 

i 
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6.0 ?TffAGpyi?M 

8.11 | g | i flBMUMtla Mtf ttMMUli 

(J.H.IicCusker, T.F.Clough and P.Touts) 

The first five-Inch storage tube has been 
constructed and processed. It Is now ready to 
be tested. Holding gun current Is below normal 
and a very snail part of the storage surface was 
damaged during construction. All previous tubes 
of similar volume which we attempted to process 
last summer would not pump below 1 x lO""* mm of 
Eg. However this tube pumped satisfactorily. 

Envelopes for three more five-Inch storage 
tubes have been constructed. Complete components 
for another five-inch tube are ready for assembly. 

The hydrogen-firing ovens of RLE are being 
serviced during the next fortnight. This will 
delay a few of our projects. 

Several tubes were constructed for the 
secondary emission life tests. 

A tube to study a new type of holding gun 
was processed and ready for testing. 

Through cooperation of C. S. Pear sail of 
RLE we set up facilities to dean and polish 
eleotrolytioally the nickel stem leads. This 
facilitates welding and gives clean leads for 
inside the vacuum tubes. 

* 

(R.Shaw) 

One five-inch signal plate assembly has been 
completed and installed in tube no. ST25. The 
chief mechanical difficulty encountered in this 
assembly was distortion of the screen. he follow
ing corrective measures are being taken: 

1) A new two-way stretohlng fixture is being made. 

2) New, more rigid electrodes are Blag made for 
the spot-welding machine. 

APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
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8.11 Tube Confltrni^Mot, .nd BasmmTjIml (cent.) 

3) A supporting fixture is being sketched 
which will hold the screen at a fixed 
height relative to the lower electrode 
of the welder. This, together with the 
new electrodes, should prevent the 
Imposition of irregular stresses on the 
screen during welding. 

A) Cere Is being taken to avoid distortion 
of the support ring, such as may be 
caused by poorly-fitting holding fixtures. 

5) The screen will be held between flat 
stainless steel plates during preliminary 
stress relieving. 

6) The possibility of using a nickel-gold 
erasing alloy Is being investigated as 
a possible substitute for spot-welding. 

A signal plate assembly for ST26 is In process. 
This Is similar to the previous one with only minor 
modifications. 

Farts for signal plate assemblies far ST27 and 
ST28 are partly finished. Those were designed to 
be as light as possible and are necessarily fragile, 
consequently some difficulty has been experienced In 
machining. As a temporary expedient some parts have 
been made heavier; however, a study is being made of 
the possibility of making tools and fixtures to pro
duce the parts as designed. 

The sketches and notes from which all the above 
parts were made are being put into more permanent form 
by the Drafting Department. 

(F.H.Caswell) 

Elements for the first large five-inch storage 
tube were given final assembly, mounted on a stem and 
photographed for our files. The seoond five-inch tube 
is now ready for final assembly with several mechani
cal improvements over the previous structure. 

Elements were fabricated for three research tubes 

APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
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8.11 Tube Conatruotlon and̂  Prp f̂fftflng (oont.) 

and one evaporation tube, including several new 
electron gun modifications. 

Experiments continue to improve calcium 
tungstate settling on Al20j surfaces. 

8.12 Tifte fcrJJM 
(S.H.Dodd) 

Mod 18B (calcium tungstate storage surface) 
was tested. Results indicate operation similar 
to Mod 18 as reported in M-311 except that best 
holding beam accelerating potential was found to 
be -310 volts. Also adjustment of this voltage 
was very critical* Higher writing beam current 
decreased writing time to 15 to 20 M seconds. 

Mod 18A was also tested but surface SE was 
very poor* Operation of this tube indicated a 
varying SE over the surface with poorest values 
In the center. 

8.13 itMMi Mft Hmmtutim 
(W.J.Nolan) 

Construction on the demonstrator has been 
completed and the circuits are working satisfactorily. 

(J.S.Rochefort) 

A report on the E.S.T. Demonstrator is being 
prepared. The drawings which will be Inoorporated 
In the report have been compiled and revisions are 
being processed by the Drafting Department. 

8.2 gjejpMf, X\fte Research, 

8.21 Surface Materia] Characteristics 

(W.J.Nolan) 

Equipment for life testing of 931-A multiplier 
phototubes has been constructed and some preliminary 
runs are being made to determine If the proposed 
test prooedure will be satisfactory. 

APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
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6.21 gyrfaw Material BmatimUHM (eo&t.) 
(H.L.Heydt) 

The secondary emission test set-up has been 
completely revised to accommodate the new type 
research tubes described In a previous bi-weekly 
report. It is now possible to make secondary 
emission measurements on a particular surface 
In a matter of minutes. 

Research tube RT8 has been studied in the new 
test set-up. This tube has a storage surface of 
beryllium on AI2O3. Because of certain defects, the 
tube has been opened and re-pumped several times, 
so that it is probable that the beryllium surface 
is considerably oxidised. Since the beam current 
in RT8 is very small, measurements are not too 
accurate and it Is doubtful if any life-testing can 
be performed on the tube. Measurements do Indicate, 
however, that the surface has very desirable secondary 
emission properties. The first crossover potential ie 
near 40 volts, while the secondary emission ratio at 
1500 volts ezeeeds 2.5. Whether such properties 
will exist after continued usage Is another matter 
which will be studied in similar beryllium tubes 
now being prepared. 

8.23 ftftPttt flnlml MMBttl 

(C.H.ft.Campling) 

The gate amplifiers which were constructed for 
test purposes have been completed and are being used. 
Rise times are good enough for this particular work. 
Amplitudes are variable from zero to about 350 volts 
for the high-power unit, and from aero to about 200 
volts for the low-power unit. The gate amplitudes 
are dependent upon p.r.f. except at maximum amplitude. 

Some difficulty was encountered in obtaining an 
oscilloscope with a good amplifier. Since all the 
TS-239 'scopes were being used, and since it was possible 
to obtain one only by borrowing it for short periods 
of time from the storage tube lab, some other substitute 
had to be found. A TS-34 'scope was procured, and it is 
being used at present. It has been calibrated in 
voltage and In time, and has proved useful for most 
purposes although it lacks many of the conveniences 
which are Incorporated in the TS-239* 

APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
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6.23 ttrtrat BbMiM a t a i i t i (oont.) 
Clamp circuitc, both d-c and a-c coupled, 

have bean investigated. The performance of the 
former la about what was expected and the circuit 
gives results comparable to thoao obtained by 
Steve Dodd. Tha use of back-to-baok Germanium 
crystals on the output of this circuit shows 
promise of providing a usable output signal. 
A faw testa with these crystals using a simu-
lated signal pulse seam to indicate that such an 
arrangement would pass the signal pulse and clip 
tha spurious signals to comparable amplitude. 
However, it is difficult to make predictions 
about this natter without making tests with an 
actual storage tuba. 

The operation of tha a-o coupled clamp-circuit 
depends so much upon the duty-cyclo that it virtually 
has been dropped after a number of unsuccessful 

* attempts to overcome the difficulty. 

Preliminary testa have bean made on the three 
pulse-transformers which ware constructed for the 
delay-line circuit. Despite their large physical 
sise, these transformers will pass with a reasonable 
amount of distortion a 350-volt signal-plate switching-
gate from a source with 1000 ohms Internal impedance. 
For a 50-mlarosacond gate the decay Is less than 10$ 
for each transformer, and the rise time for the two 
transforoors with single-layer windings is not much 
•ore than one microsecond. The outputs from the 
centre-tapped secondary show objectionable ringing Is 
each oase. Furthar tests ware made with the secondary 
loaded with an RC network designed to cancel the 
switching gate at the input to an amplifier. It la 
not difficult to obtain exact cancellation for the 
flat portion of the gate, but differences in the 
oscillatory transients at opposite ends of tha centre-
tapped winding have made it impossible so far to cancel 
these transients 'completely. 

8*3 Vriieflriifllrt 

(M.I.Florenoourt) 

Information on tha significant components of tha 
following tubes has been outlined and is now available 
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8.3 PnnJflnnlflftfl (cent.) 
in Room 220; 

Storage Tubes: 7, 8A, 9, 10, 11A, 12, 13, LU, 
UB, 15A, 15B, 16, 17, 18, 18A, 
18B, 19, 20, 20A, 20B, 21, 22, 
23A, 2A, 25. 

Research Tubesi 1, 2, 3A, AB, 5, 6, 7, 6, 9, 
10, 11, 12, 12A, 13, U , 15, 16, 17. 

Evaporation Tubes: 1 — 28. 

A summary of the test results for each tube will 
be available shortly. 

8.4 PtfieoUflP M a t t e l 

(L.J.Hardone) 

Matching of the 100K increment resistors for the 
defleotlon voltage generator has been completedc Each 
resistor was measured on the Per Gent Limit Bridge. 
Tbe resistors were grouped such that those of slightly 
higher resistance were designated as the l's increment 
resistors, to those of slightly lower resistance which 
were designated as the 16's increment resistors. 

Matching of the IB38 switching crystals for the 
defleotlon voltage generator was also completed„ These 
crystals were grouped such that the crystals with the 
higher forward and back resistances were designated for 
the l's increment crystals, to those of lower forward 
resistance which were designated as the 16's increment 
crystals. 

Several breadboards were constructed to be used 
with the 256-B A/A scope to permit single sequence of 
control pulses for test purposes. 

Voltage testing on the single increment defleotlon 
voltage generator has been started. 

During the next two weeks, voltage tests on the 
single increment generator will continue and tests on 
the main panel may start. 

APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
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8.4 peflgrtlm ttartJi (oont.) 

(J.O.Ely) 

Construction of the first 32-position deflection-
voltage generator is approximately 3/4 completed. 
Original estimates of the time required by the eleotronlos 
shop to construct this unit were considerably too 
optimistic. Construction schedule for the second unit hae 
been extended by two weeks, although the starting date 
has not been changed. 

Tests of the single increment-switch subpanel have 
been delayed by lack of suitable test equipment. The 
testing which has been done, however, indicates a 
switching time for the eights-increment of about 1/2 p . 
second when connected in the completed deflection-
voltage generator. Ho obvious design defects have been 
noted up to date. 

Preparation of the report on preliminary phases of 
this work Is proceeding. It has been decided to make 
this an R-series report, so that date of issue will be 
determined to a great extent by the time required to 
prepare illustrations. 

Some difficulties in making measurements have been 
caused by line-voltage transient fluctuations. Some 
temporary expedient for overcoming this difficulty must 
be worked out to permit tests on the deflection-voltage 
generator to be made In the time between the date on which 
it is completed and the date on which line-voltage regu
lation is installed. 

APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
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9.0 SERVOS AND SIMULATION 

9.1 Cockpit 

9.11 Cockpit Structure 

(E.S.Prohaska) 

The hydraulic cylinders for loading the controls are 
ready to be detailed and should be ready for manufacture 
within two weeks, if personnel is available for detailing. 

In order to meet the present schedule, it will be 
necessary to have a detailer available full time between 
April 15 and June 6. 

9.18 Control Force Loading 

(C.O.Eaton) 

The differential pressure regulator has been tested 
qualitatively with the servo loop closed using the Control 
Force Demonstrator equipment. Overall performance seems 
good, although some trouble with the torque motor has been 
experienced. The torque motor difficulty is being investi
gated. 

9.2 Sampling Servo Stability Study 

(W.K.Livill) 
» 

The Hurewic s ayatem functions are quite complicated since 
the impulse response of the feed-foreward section of the servo 
is the sum of a set of exponentials. Simplification of the sys-
tern functions seems possible if the impulse response can be ap
proximated by acme other functions. Since the system operates 
on intermittent data and ainoe Hurewicr's analysis attempts to 
describe the output only at discrete values of time (at the in
stant of switching), it seems permlssable to approximate the Im
pulse response. 

A study la being made to determine the system functions which 
result from simplified impulse-response functions. 

APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
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10.0 aBAlfilfla * 

10.1 Seminar Serlee 

(R. P. Mayer) 

Lecture I, Introduction, may "be available for 
distriDution In a fev days. 

APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
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11.0 FACILITIES AMD CENTRAL SERVICE 

11.1 Publications 

(J. H. Ulman, Jr.) The following material has been received 
in the Library, Boos 217. and i s available to 63U5 personnel. 

63U5 Reports 

R-120 Deflection Circuits for Electrostatic Storage J . 0 . Ely 
Tubes. 

B-122 Low Power Pulse Transformers T. P.. Wimett 

S-107 Consolidation of Operation Matrix and 
Program Timing Matrix 

J . A. O'Brien 

M-293 Meeting of Electronic Group, March 5, 19U8 
Design Problems of Arithmetic Element Control 

M-3O5 Progress Report: A Trouble Location Scheme 
for a Digital Electronic Computer 

M-306 Overloading of Neon Indicator Lamps in Basic 
Circuit IND-I 

M-307 Sylvanla Prints to M. I. T. 
M-309 Flip-Flop Storage Layout 
M-310 Bl-Weekly Report. Part I , March 19, 19U8 
M-311 Bi-Weekly Report, Part II , March 19, 19U6 
M-312 Power Cabling, Proposal No. I 
M-313 Proposed Elevating Test Truck for WW I 
M-31U Connections and Changes on Basic Circuits 

BA-l and GG-l 
M-315 Bus Driver Panel Layout 
M-316 A-Register Prototype Drawing Approval 
M.317 Progress Report: High Speed Pulse Recording 

on Magnetic Tape 
M-318 Progress Report: Investigation of Electronic 

Computer Output Circuits 
M-319 Arithmetic Control and AC-0 Preliminary 

Notice of Work Load 
M-320 Pulse Transformer Test Unit 
M-321 Meeting of the Electronics Group, March 12 

and 19, 19^ 
M~322 Additional Voltage Requirements for WVI 
M-32U Filament Transformers, WW I 

M-325 Underwriters Approval 
M.326 WWI Back Door Material 
M-327 Arithmetic Control Time Schedules 

C. C. Sumner 

(G. Hoberg 
(E. Blumenthal 
J . Hunt 

A. Palclone 
H. Fahnestock 
J . Forrester 
J . Forrester 
H. S. Lee 
B. B. Hunt 
J . A. O'Brien 

H. Fahnestock 
H. Fahnestock 
E. 8. Rich 

F. Foes 

H. Fahnestock 

R. Everett 
J . J . O'Brien 

C. V. Watt 
( J . Forrester 
( H. Fahnestock 

W. S. Rogers 
B. E. Hunt 
H. Fahnestock 

APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
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M-33O WWZ Control: Tine Schedules 
M-333 Progress Report: Investigation of 

Electronic Computer Output Circuits 

Library Ti les 

.004 European Scientif ic Notes,March 1, I9U8 

Material on Loan froa QBE 

0 35O-:.5 Interim Engineering Report on 
Development of Shock and Vibration 
Isolators for Airborne l leotronlo 
Equipment 

°-352-13 Report on Pulse Transformer Research 

S-352-28 High Voltage Connectors, Inserts, and 
Cables 

2032 A Past Coincidence Circuit With Pulse 
Height Selection 

H. Pahnestook 
P. FOBS 

L. N. Barry Co. 
Inc. 

University of 
California 
Bell Telephone 
Laboratories, Inc. 

Clinton 
Laboratories 

11.2 Standards Committee 

(V. S. Rogers) 

A method of impregnating our radio frequency chokee was 
checked and an improved product was submitted by Cambridge 
Thennfcn ic using three coats of modified "Tuff On" followed 
by a light baking. 

A -Dulse transformer was given three special coats with
out the baking. This sample is to receive light bake to eee 
if this will completely "set" the coating. 

(S. Abbott) 

The following specifications (M.I.T.) have been approved 
and distributed since the las t report: 

Class P6.199 
Class P6,115 

Transformers (Ron-standard) 
Solder - Lead and Tin Alloy. 

A survey of tube requirements for a l l Test Equipment is 
being made and will be Issued as a supplement to the present 
standard tube l i s t . 

A number of standard sheets have been revised by the 
Drafting Room to conform with their standard practice procedures, 

APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
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11.2 Standard* Committee (Cont.) 

( C V. Watt) 

Power Connectors; Diecueaione were held during this period 
with representatives of the Walthao Horologies! Company and the 
Industrial Products Company, and proposal drawings on a power 
connector for WWI were obtained from each, A sample showing 
contact arrangement was obtained from Valtham and seemed fairly 
satisfactory. A similar sample from Industrial Products will 
take about three weeks to obtain, and It appears likely that 
In order to obtain connectors In time we must decide on a sup
plier and a design sooner than that. Some details of the Wal-
tham connectors were obtained from Mr. Webster, the Walthao 
engineer. The samole connector contains eight 10 amp and twenty-
one 5 amp contacts. The current carrying capacity of the male 
contact was calculated on a basis of 1600 circular mills of 
cross section ner amp, while the area of the female contact was 
about 2056 greater than this. The actual area of contact between 
the male and female pins Is about 26$ greater than the cross 
section area of the male pin for perfectly aligned contact. 
Mr. Webster states that the production quantity of these contacts 
will be more uniform than those In the samples submitted. The 
male Jrtns of those connectors ars made ot brass, the female of 
beryllium oopper, heat treated at 600 for two hours, and cooled 
•lowly for seven to eight hours. The female contact Is split 
four ways and the split end Is pushed together In a die before 
heat treatment and takes a permanent set during the heat treat
ment which can be expected to remain for the life of the connector. 
This contact design has been used before In the production con
nectors and according to Mr. Webster has proved very satisfactory. 

B B StflqdjHrdj Commlttot 

WWI Standards Committee acted unon the following specifi
cations which are now ready for approval by fahnestock and 
Stevens. 

P7.018 Channel-Dural 
P7.074 Slotted Machine Screws - Machine Screw Nuts - Hex 

Washers - flat Metal Lock Washers - Shake Proof 
P7.097 Lamos leon Indicator 
P7.116 Solder Lead and Tin Alloy 
P7.024 Capacitors - Paper - Dielectric - Bath Tub 

Capacitors - Paper - Dielectric - Tubular 

The specifications mentioned In the last bi-weekly report 
have been approved by lahnestook and Stevens and are now part 
of the WWI Standards Books 

APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
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11.3 ftirntlflfllltf - i J M t 
(H. B. Morley) 

Some new information has been added to the catalog file, 
consisting of literature brought back from the I.R.E. convention 
by representatives who attended* 

In accordance with the time sobedule received from Sylvania, 
orders are being placed for-pulse transformers to meet this 
schedule. 

Sample filament transformers for WWI are being ordered from 
four transformer manufacturers for comparison and test. 

Cinch Manufacturing Company has promised samples of a 
loktal tube socket that will meet the WWI requirements. 

Waltham Horological Company has indicated that they will 
consider making a high-quality loktal and octal tube socket to 
meet our requirements. 

More quantity orders are being placed for fast-moving stock 
items - especially in view of recent instances of slow delivery 
on such items. 

The volume of requisitions being processed by this office 
has nearly doubled since the first of the year. Estimated costs 
have approximately tripled In the same period. 

(C. 17. Watt) 

Watt, Boyd, and Iforley spent two days at the Institute of 
Radio Engineers Radio Show in the Grand Central Palace in New 
York. Careful attention was given to components on display 

' and a considerable amount of Interesting Information was picked 
up. Tube sockets, rotary switches, and wire were specially studied 
and methods of construction used by different equipment manufac
turers were investigated. Requests were left with a number of 
company representatives for specialised literature, and drawings 
of a large console that night be usable is WWI were requested 
from the Carp representative. 

11.4 Electronic Construction 

(F. H. Caswell) 

All air, gas and oiygen lines have been Installed on new 
glass bench and connected to supply sources. 

A test oircuit was constructed to enable life tests of 
931-A tubes. Construction of a deflection circuit for use with 
5-inch storage tubes and modification of one Mod 5 Synchroscope 
to enable use of 5 RP2 CRT is now in progress. 

APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
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11.4 BjJtMetti CoBi|ruoUon,(C9att? 

• "Karlnlte" platform for uae In the annealing oven vac 
constructed to replace "Transit©8 (platform) which broke up 
under heat. 

(A. J. Taylor) 

Vacuum tube life test panels are now under construotlon. 
If fuse holders are received on the date nroaised, 50 units 
will be completed Kay 6, 1948. 

(Robert H. Huron) 

She following Jobs and units are In the Electronic 
Laboratory tor construotlon. 

1. 4 d-o Bench outlet Boxes 
These unite are being held until a relay is available, 
so that a control for +500 volts can be. added to them. 

2. Modifications to Single Pulse Synchronisers 
This Job Is being held until It Is approved by Test 
Equipment Committee. 

3. 25 adapter sockets 
13 of these have been completed. The balance will 
be completed April 7, with substitute material. 

4. 10 a-c Circuit Breaker Boxes 
These have been completed except for installation of 
pilot light sockets which are out o* stock. 

6. Deflection Voltage Generator 
This unit is under construction and will be completed 
in about a week, 

J 
6. Accumulator Prototype 

This unit is under construction and will be completed 
by April 17. 

7. Restorer and Push Button Pulse Generator 
Construotlon will start on this next week. 

8. 3 Whiffle Tree Electronic Switches 
These units are under construction. 

9. Bus Driver Breadboard BA-1 
Completed except for pulse transformer which has to 
be wound* 
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11.4 jlfotronjc Construction (Cpqt,) 

10. Bestorer Pulee Generator Breadboard 
Under construction. 

11. Boole Power Control tfait Prototype 
Machine work on ohassis hag been completed and 
wiring will start next week. 

12. 7 Digit Parallel Binary-Coder Breadboard 
This will be completed April S. 

13. Pulse Generator Breadboard 
This will be completed about April 7. 

14. flip-Plop and Gate tube breadboard * 
This will be completed about April 6. 

IB. Installation of d-o Circuit Breaker 
Box In Basement for tube life test racks. 
This Job will start about April 6. 

The above jobs represent about 2 weeks work for the group. 
In addition to the abore Jobs, construction of the Arithmetic 
Control Unit for WWI and the Second Deflection Toltage Generator 
Panel will require 2 men full time and 1 man part time from 
April 19 to August 7. 

11.6 Drafting 

(A. M. Falcione) 

i« MUMsU prtn*i to M, i i Tr, 

Memorandum K-307 dated Maroh 19, 1948 hac beet, issued on 
this subject for Information of al l concerned. 

2 . Work, j^aft qtfttm 

The work load on the Drafting Department i s now on the 
Increase. Additional draftsmen have been requisitioned to 
compensate for the additional work load. The labor market on 
draftsmen i s Tory tight at the present time. We hjare had re-
quiet lions in for 2 draftsmen for some time but hare had no 
candidates. It is hoped that this condition will jchange in the 
near future. 
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11.6 Dholaeelfled 

(A. J. Taylor) 

About 50*> of available machine shop time la devoted to 
storage tube parte. The remaining time ie being absorbed 
in the manufacture of electronic equipment hardware. The 
backlog it about 3 man-veeke of work. 

A power back saw, and a 5 ton, 10 in. throat punch press 
hare been received. 

« 

• 
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12.0 GENERAL 

(H. Faunas tock) 

Change t i t l e of Seotlon 2.13 from Bae Driver to Drlvere. 
Subject matter should Include Due drivere, r e l a t o r drivers, 
and l ine drivers. 

(B. R. Boyd) 

Edward Holnas - is a technician working with Boh March. Be 
reoently transferred from the Instrumentation laboratory. Be 
formerly worked at Rational and Submarine Signal. 

Dwight Battaan - i s working with Professor Franklin on a part-
time basis. Be will join the staff on a full-time oasis In 
June when he completes his degree at Harvard. He was a radio 
station engineer for six years. Served four years In the army 
and left ae a first Lieutenant. During this period he taught 
radar and did teohnioal writing and editing. 

Lawrence Martin - is a new carpenter working with Bill Vierciuaki. 
Be lives In Heedham and was formerly at the Sawyer Company in 
Needham. 

» 
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